Reducing infection risk in implant-based breast-reconstruction surgery: challenges and solutions
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Abstract: Implant-based procedures are the most commonly performed method for postmastectomy breast reconstruction. While donor-site morbidity is low, these procedures are associated with a higher risk of reconstructive loss. Many of these are related to infection of the implant, which can lead to prolonged antibiotic treatment, undesired additional surgical procedures, and unsatisfactory results. This review combines a summary of the recent literature regarding implant-related breast-reconstruction infections and combines this with a practical approach to the patient and surgery aimed at reducing this risk. Prevention of infection begins with appropriate reconstructive choice based on an assessment and optimization of risk factors. These include patient and disease characteristics, such as smoking, obesity, large breast size, and immediate reconstructive procedures, as well as adjuvant therapy, such as radiotherapy and chemotherapy. For implant-based breast reconstruction, preoperative planning and organization is key to reducing infection. A logical and consistent intraoperative and postoperative surgical protocol, including appropriate antibiotic choice, mastectomy-pocket creation, implant handling, and considered acellular dermal matrix use contribute toward the reduction of breast-implant infections.
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Introduction

As awareness of options among the population increases, postmastectomy breast-reconstruction rates are on the rise. While autologous tissue provides the most natural and lasting outcomes, implant-based breast reconstruction continues to be the more popular option, accounting for close to 80% of procedures.1,2 Reasons for this include no donor-site morbidity, shorter procedures, a younger patient population, a lack of autologous donor tissue, and a rise in bilateral mastectomies.3,4

Implant-based breast reconstruction includes one- or two-stage breast-reconstructive procedures where an expander or permanent implant is placed to restore breast contour, with or without the use of reinforcing materials, such as an acellular dermal matrix (ADM). While convenient, implant-based reconstructive procedures do have their disadvantages. Postoperative complications, such as mastectomy-skin necrosis and reconstructive failure, are higher.5,6 Patient satisfaction is lower with implant reconstruction compared to autologous tissue, and more patients require secondary revision procedures.7

As with any foreign prosthetic material inserted into the body, infection remains the most common and probably the most dreaded risk of implant-based
breast reconstruction. Infection of prostheses can lead to complications, ranging from the mild, such as superficial cellulitis, to the severe, including repeated procedures for chronic wounds, implant failure, and life-threatening sepsis. Specific to breast implants, infection can lead to the development of persistent biofilm and capsular contracture, rib osteomyelitis, and delay in oncologic treatments.

For the breast, sequelae and severity of implant infection can generally be divided into infections not requiring surgical intervention and those that require surgical intervention. The former include prolonged hospital stay, increased need for antibiotics, and increased patient distress. The latter include wound debridement, removal of implant, and conversion to autologous reconstruction. The reported overall breast-prosthetic infection rates range widely from 1% to 35%. A 2008 article examining the cost of all breast surgery-related surgical site infections (SSIs) in the US estimated this at $4,091 per patient, which would probably be higher now with the rise of health care costs and multidrug-resistant organisms. In terms of time of presentation of infection, 50% occur more than 30 days after the procedure, making it an issue not just with surgery but with follow-up as well.

Adding to the milieu has been the introduction of ADM. While helping to improve implant-based reconstruction esthetic outcomes and increasing possible intraoperative size and fill, the use of ADM has been shown to be associated with higher rates of overall complications, seroma, infection, and reconstructive failure.

Breast implant-related infection continues to be a prevalent and important problem, leading to a strain on health care systems and patients. However, it is not unavoidable, as shown by the wide variation in reported infection rates, nor is it isolated, with studies showing no difference in SSIs between autologous, prosthetic, and hybrid immediate breast-reconstructive procedures.

The aim of this review is to summarize the literature and identify the factors leading to increased risk of implant-based breast reconstruction-related infection, with a particular emphasis on the accumulated knowledge since the turn of the century. We combine this with our personal experience and present solutions to each of the challenges raised. We seek to provide practical guidelines to reduce breast implant-infection risk through the preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative processes related to this.

**Bacteriology of implant infection**

Understanding the bacteriology of breast prosthesis-related infections will help in determining the source. Most organisms isolated from breast implant-infection cases are *Staphylococcus* spp., with the most common being *S. aureus* and coagulase-negative staphylococci. While the former is a colonizer of skin and requires eradication, the latter is a common skin commensal. In particular, the rate of methicillin-resistant *S. aureus* (MRSA) infections is rising and is associated with a lower rate of implant salvage. Other common Gram-positive bacteria include the *Streptococcus* spp., although recent reports show a rising incidence of Gram-negative bacterial infections, such as the *Pseudomonas* spp.

Rare organisms that have caused implant-based breast-reconstruction infections include exposure-related *Brucella*, soil-related *Streptomyces*, and *Pasteurella multocida* in a cat owner. Occasionally, nontuberculous mycobacteria and other nonbacterial organisms, such as yeast, have been responsible and thought to be found in the environment of either the patient or surgical team. The presenting clinical features in these infections tend to be indolent, and systemic symptoms are usually absent. A high index of suspicion should be maintained in patients whose apparently delayed onset of symptoms does not respond to first-line antibiotics or who have negative preliminary cultures, and the relevant special investigations such as acid-fast stains and mycobacterial culture ordered. It has been found that atypical organisms, such as Gram-negative bacteria and fungal infections, are associated with lower rates of device salvage.

**Biofilm and capsular contracture**

Biofilms occur when cell–cell communication between bacteria leads to the development of an adhesive extracellular polymeric matrix, which acts as a protective barrier against debridement, antibiotics, and antiseptics. Though considered a subclinical infection, it is a particularly difficult problem with any form of prosthesis, and in the augmentation-mammaplasty literature has been shown to be associated with an increased risk of capsular contracture, which can cause significant esthetic distortion, pain, and distress to the patient. Furthermore, there may be some association between biofilm and anaplastic large-cell lymphoma development. The main microbiological causative agent identified in biofilm formation has been coagulase-negative staphylococci, in particular *Staphylococcus epidermidis*. Treatment of biofilm-related breast-implant complications is difficult and involves further surgery, prolonged antibiotics, and implant exchange, and thus prevention would be ideal in these situations.
Risk factors for implant infection
The first step in preventing breast-implant infection is proper patient selection. This includes a thorough history and physical and correction of any preexisting risk factors. Numerous publications have shown that patient and preoperative factors have a stronger correlation with necrosis and infection than surgical factors. Table 1 summarizes the significant risk factors from the literature for breast-implant infection and outlines our solutions to each. While the level of evidence for each risk factor is variable, the ability to control for all will lead to optimal patient preparation for surgery.

Patient and disease characteristics
Many studies have sought to determine patient demographics and comorbidities affecting implant-infection risk. In a single-institute analysis of 57 of 1,170 expander/implant reconstructions who developed postoperative infection, McCarthy et al found that the odds of developing any postoperative complication were significantly increased in smokers, women aged over 65 years, obese patients, and those with hypertension. In 47 of 981 patients who had an infection before exchange for a permanent implant, Kato et al found significant risk factors included age ≥50 years, body mass index (BMI) ≥25 kg/m², and diabetes mellitus, and recommended closer follow-up for the high-risk groups. Wang et al analyzed the American College of Surgeons’ National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (NSQIP) database for 15,978 immediate breast-reconstruction patients and found diabetes mellitus and obesity to be significantly associated with postoperative infection. In their analysis of 1,211 patients undergoing immediate tissue-expander breast reconstruction, Weichman et al found patient comorbidities of age greater than 50 years, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, and obesity to be associated with an increased risk of infection. Conversely, another review of the NSQIP database showed that age has not been found to be a risk factor for implant-based breast-reconstruction infection, though this study used 65 years as the age cutoff. The risk of high BMI was further evaluated by Chun et al in 415 immediate breast reconstructions. They found that for each 1 kg/m² increase in BMI, the odds of developing infection increased by 11%.

In terms of breast size, a single-institution review of 413 tissue expanders placed in 300 women for postmastectomy

Table 1 Significant risk factors from the literature for the development of implant-based breast-reconstruction infection and proposed interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk factor</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Smoking</td>
<td>• No smoking for at least 2 weeks prior to surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Patient age &gt;50 years</td>
<td>• If patient is still smoking and surgery is nonurgent, delay surgery until compliant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Obesity</td>
<td>• Consider autologous reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hypertension</td>
<td>• Consider autologous reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>• If surgery is nonurgent, encourage weight loss and delay reconstruction until patient BMI &lt;30 kg/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hypercholesterolemia</td>
<td>• Adequate diet or medication control of cholesterol levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Larger breast size</td>
<td>• Advise patient to downsize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Local or systemic immunocompromised states</td>
<td>• Normal white-cell count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Avoid systemic steroid use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consider autologous reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disease characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Immediate reconstruction</td>
<td>• Consider delayed and/or autologous reconstruction in higher-risk patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bilateral procedures</td>
<td>• Consider delayed and/or autologous reconstruction in higher-risk patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mastectomy skin necrosis</td>
<td>• Close communication with resecting surgeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Submuscular placement of implant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consider adjuncts, such as incisional negative-pressure wound therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjuvant therapy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Radiotherapy</td>
<td>• Avoid implant reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chemotherapy</td>
<td>• Consider autologous tissue reconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Closer follow-up and early detection of infection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index.
breast reconstruction showed significant association of infection with breast size larger than a C cup. Selber et al also found that the odds of infection increased by 27% for every 100 mL increase in preoperative breast volume. Active smoking has been shown to be associated with increased risk of mastectomy-flap necrosis and reconstructive failure. In a single-center study of 1,952 implant-based breast-reconstructive procedures, Reish et al identified smoking as a significant risk factor for implant infection.

When looking at the timing of reconstruction, Alderman et al found that immediate breast-reconstructive procedures were associated with higher complication rates, regardless of the type of reconstruction, with a trend toward higher infection in implant-based reconstruction versus free transverse abdominis myocutaneous flap procedures (35.4% versus 17.9%). An NSQIP review of 2,285 consecutive implant-based breast procedures by Cohen et al found the infection rate was highest in mastectomy and immediate tissue-expander reconstructive procedures. Nahabedian et al were among the earliest to suggest an association between lymph-node dissection and implant infection. In their series of 168 procedures, there was a suggestion that simultaneous lymph-node dissection was associated with a 6.29-fold higher chance of implant infection. Further to this, Selber et al analyzed risk factors for complications in 564 cases of implant-based breast reconstructions with the use of ADM. Sentinel lymph-node biopsy was found to increase the risk of a postoperative infection by 2.45 times. At our institute, sentinel lymph-node biopsy is done as a separate procedure from the resection, minimizing axillary procedures during the mastectomy.

Finally, it follows that mastectomy skin-flap necrosis will lead to a higher risk of infection, and this has been corroborated by numerous authors. While postmastectomy skin-flap viability is commonly the responsibility of the oncolgic resecting surgeon, the plastic surgeon can play a role in maximizing this by close communication, placing the healthy pectoralis muscle beneath the skin flap, and by reducing mastectomy skin tension postclosure through adjuncts, such as incisional negative-pressure wound therapy.

**Adjuvant therapies**

**Radiotherapy**

Multiple studies have shown radiation to place implant-based breast-reconstructive procedures at higher risk of infection. With an overall 6% infection rate in 168 implant-based breast-reconstructive procedures, Nahabedian et al found a 4.88-fold greater chance of implant infection in patients with prior radiation therapy. Weichman et al analyzed 1,211 patients undergoing immediate tissue-expander breast reconstruction and found prior breast radiation to be significantly associated with a higher risk of infectious complications. This was corroborated by Kearney et al in 210 patients, who found that patients receiving postoperative radiotherapy compared with no radiotherapy were at a higher risk of experiencing expander infection. Selber et al analyzed risk factors for complications in 564 cases of implant-based breast reconstructions with the use of ADM. Patients who underwent postoperative radiation therapy were more than twice as likely to develop a postoperative infection. Sbitany et al analyzed 580 patients who had undergone 903 reconstructions, specifically looking at the effect of radiation and total skin-sparing mastectomy on outcomes. They found that any radiation delivery caused an increased rate of infection requiring antibiotics (21.6%).

**Chemo- and hormonal therapy**

A few studies have attempted to determine the effect of chemotherapy on postoperative breast-implant infection. Peled et al analyzed 163 patients who underwent mastectomy and immediate reconstruction, including 66% implant-based and 33% autologous tissue-based reconstructions. The adjuvant-chemotherapy group had a significantly higher number of infections (44%) versus the neoadjuvant- and no-chemotherapy groups (23% and 25%, respectively). This finding was corroborated by Reish et al in an analysis of 1,952 immediate implant-based reconstructions, though it was not clearly stated whether the chemotherapy was adjuvant or neoadjuvant. However, it is interesting to note that the American Society of Plastic Surgeons clinical practice guideline committee determined that this risk was nonsignificant.

**Risk reduction in surgery**

**Preoperative factors**

**Surgical team and operating environment**

To deliver the best-possible outcomes for the patient, surgical teams and protocols should be well established (Table 3), with each individual on the team taking personal responsibility for his or her duty of care. Every member of the surgical team should be adequately gowned and prepared to minimize contamination to the surgical field. This includes the concealment of as much facial hair as possible, including face shields to prevent eyebrow dandruff from falling onto
the patient. If possible, staff should be screened regularly for potential pathologic bacteria. A prospective randomized controlled trial of disposable versus reusable gowns and drapes in implant-based breast reconstruction points to reduced infection with the use of disposable gowns.

In an interesting article examining the impact of oncologic and plastic surgical teams on immediate implant-based breast-reconstruction outcomes, Gfrerer et al found that surgical teams that worked together on fewer than 150 procedures had a 2.48-fold higher infection rate than teams with more than 301 procedures, with a trend toward lower rates of both skin necrosis and infection in teams with a greater number of procedures performed. Francis et al found a significant covariate for increased breast-expander infection risk to be more than one surgical oncologist.

The operating room (OR) environment should be optimized to preserve sterility. Systems touted to lower SSIs include rooms with laminar airflow, filtered air exchange, and positive pressure. Some investigators advocate the placement of high-particulate air filters outside the OR to direct the contaminants toward the door. High flow of human traffic in and out of the OR has been shown to increase the number of bacterial colony-forming units in the room significantly, and thus should be limited.

Perioperative antibiotics
Perioperative antibiotics have been a point of contention for clean surgical procedures, under which most breast-reconstructive procedures are classified. This controversy was intensified by the publication of guidelines for the prevention of SSIs, which recommended a single dose of preoperative antibiotics. Subsequently, plastic surgeons sought to determine the effectiveness of these guidelines in preventing infection for implant-based breast procedures.

A systematic review of antibiotic use in immediate breast reconstruction showed a 14.4% rate of infection in procedures without perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis versus 5.8% in procedures with 24 hours of perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis. In all, 65% of their procedures involved a breast expander or implant.

Clayton et al conducted a retrospective study comparing patients undergoing implant-based breast reconstruction who received preoperative and postoperative prophylactic antibiotics until drains were removed with a group who received only a single dose of preoperative antibiotic. The overall rate of SSIs increased from 18.1% in 116 patients who received pre- and postoperative antibiotics to 34.3% in the 134 patients receiving a single dose. Similarly, infections requiring reoperation increased from 4.3% to 16.4%. Patients in the single-dose group were 4.74-fold more likely to develop an SSI requiring reoperation.

Avashia et al sought to determine if prolonging the use of antibiotics beyond the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention-recommended 24-hour period was necessary for patients undergoing implant-based breast reconstruction with ADM. In 138 procedures, they found that prolonging oral antibiotic use for 48 hours or more beyond the perioperative 24-hour intravenous antibiotics use reduced the infection rate from 31.6% to 6.7%.

In terms of type of antibiotic, commonly recommended antibiotics include an intravenous first- or second-generation cephalosporin. This should be administered 30–60 minutes before the surgical skin incision and redosed as per hospital protocol. In patients with allergies to β-lactam antibiotics, a non-β-lactam antibiotic with adequate spectrum, such as clindamycin, is recommended.

A review of the NSQIP database for breast implant-associated infections in 2,285 procedures showed that all Gram-positive organisms were sensitive to vancomycin, linezolid, tetracycline, and doxycycline, while all Gram-negative organisms were sensitive to gentamicin and cefepime. Another step further would be the use of oral antibiotics for the days preceding the implant procedure to eradicate endogenous S. aureus, as has been suggested by Silvestri et al.

Mirzabeigi et al examined the role of different perioperative antibiotic regimens in 51 high-risk patients with previously radiated chest walls. The control group received 5–7 days of a cephalosporin postoperatively, while the study group received a 30-day course of double-strength trimethoprim–sulfamethoxazole administered twice daily, chosen because of its broad antimicrobial coverage cost-effectiveness, ease of administration, and relative safety. The infection rate for the control group was 35%, significantly higher when compared to 8% in the study group.

Preoperative planning and implant selection
Adequate preoperative analysis and planning based on patient breast measurements, skin and soft-tissue assessment, and patient preferences will allow proper implant selection and avoid the need for multiple sizer insertions intraoperatively.

When comparing direct-to-implant (DTI) versus two-stage tissue expander followed by implant-exchange procedures, a 2015 meta-analysis showed that while the risk of skin-flap necrosis was higher for DTI cases, there was no significant difference in terms of infection rates. This was
corroborated by a review of the NSQIP database of 2,285 consecutive implant-based breast procedures that same year, which showed an infection rate of 6.1% for tissue-expander reconstruction and no significant difference with DTI procedures.11

In terms of implant size and expander fill, Selber et al found that in 564 cases of DTI with the use of ADM, odds of infection were fourfold higher with an intraoperative expander-filling volume greater than 50% of the total volume, with an absolute intraoperative fill volume greater than 300 mL associated with double the explantation risk.42

When comparing the rate of infection with regard to implant texture and filling, there are no significant differences in terms of infection.63 However, an in vitro study showed that textured implants develop a significantly higher load of biofilm, although this was not translatable to increased capsular contracture, as this occurred when a threshold of biofilm on either surface was reached.64

In cases where there is insufficient or doubtful local tissue for coverage of the breast implant, it may be prudent to plan for additional autologous, well-vascularized tissue to reinforce the construct. This is even more pertinent in previously radiated breasts. In 1,000 consecutive cases of implant-based breast reconstructions, Chang et al found that in previously radiated breasts, free transversus abdominis myocutaneous (TRAM) flap/implant reconstructions had a significantly lower implant-loss rate than patients with expander/implant-only reconstructions (5% versus 30.3%).65 When comparing pedicled latissimus dorsi/implant and free TRAM flap/implant reconstructions with expander/implant-only reconstructions, there was a significantly lower implant-failure rate. When looking specifically at infection, there was a 12.1% infection rate in the expander/implant-only group, compared to 6.1% in the latissimus dorsi/implant and 0 in the TRAM flap/implant groups, though the analysis did not reach statistical significance.

Intraoperative factors
An efficient, considered approach at every point of the procedure will help minimize infection risk (Table 4). Khansa et al showed that implementation of a standardized best-practice protocol led to a significant decrease in breast implant-infection rates.50 This standardization has the added advantage of reducing operating times, which has been shown to be associated with decreased SSIs.37

Skin preparation and draping
An aseptic surgical technique begins with adequate skin cleansing. Contrary to popular belief, preoperative showering with chlorhexidine versus no showering has shown no differences in rates of SSIs.66 The exception is patients who are known carriers of MRSA, where decontamination with a 5-day course of topical mupirocin and daily chlorhexidine body scrub is recommended.67

Preincisional painting of the skin with solutions containing high levels of alcohol (95%–100%), chlorhexidine, or iodine has been proven to kill skin commensals, in particular MRSA.68 In particular, the combination of alcohol and chlorhexidine has been proven to be superior to povidone–iodine, with a 9.5% SSI rate for the former versus 16.1% for the latter.69

The milk ducts of the breast have been identified as a significant source of S. epidermidis.70 This area should be avoided if possible and recleamed as necessary intraoperatively.50 Nipple shields have been advocated as a way to reduce bacterial contamination. In 43 patients undergoing breast implant-based procedures, Collis et al took swabs from the nipple area immediately after skin preparation with povidone–iodine, applied an adhesive dressing to the nipple, and took further bacterial swabs from above and below the shield at the conclusion of each procedure.71 None of the swabs from above the nipple shield were positive, but 33% of the swabs from under the shields were positive. In a control group without nipple shields, the positive swabs from the nipple at procedure conclusion comprised 71%.

After skin cleansing, proper draping will help to isolate the surgical field. The ideal drape should act as a barrier to fluid and tissue, have an infection benefit, and maintain functionality and cost-effectiveness. A prospective randomized trial of 102 patients comparing disposable materials to reusable laundered drapes showed a zero infection rate in the former compared with a 12% infection rate at 30 days postoperatively in the latter.52 Cost was shown to be similar for both groups.

Mastectomy and pocket preparation
In an immediate implant-based reconstruction, communication between the resecting and reconstructive surgeons is important. Incisions and the ability to spare skin should be discussed, and the optimal approach agreed upon. The mastectomies should be done with minimal trauma to the skin and surrounding tissue, removing all breast tissue but maintaining the skin, its subcutaneous tissue, and vascular plexuses. Excessive stretching or cautery to the skin should be avoided. Hemostasis should be secured at the end of the mastectomy, and the mastectomy pocket washed with the resecting surgeon’s irrigation solution of choice. The reconstructive surgeon then enters the field, and ideally the
field should be reprepared and a fresh set of instruments used. Talc-free gloves are recommended. Sub-pectoralis major pocket dissection should be done under direct vision to fit the implant precisely. Blunt dissection should be avoided, and particular attention should be paid to hemostasis.

In an exchange of an expander for an implant, the reconstructive surgeon has control over the access. Original incision points should be used, and if possible a differential shelving incision can be made to the skin and the muscle/ADM to avoid the incisions lying on top of each other. Care must be taken to avoid damage to the expander en route to the pocket.

Once prepared, the pockets are irrigated with normal saline followed by a mixed antibiotic or povidone–iodine solution. This, along with soaking of the implant, has been shown to reduce the risk of infection as well as capsular contracture, which has been theorized to be related to persistent low-grade infection. Adams et al analyzed 63 implant-based breast-reconstructive procedures and the efficacy of triple-antibiotic solution (50,000 U bacitracin, 80 mg gentamicin, 1 g cefazolin in 500 mL normal saline) in reducing capsular contracture. There was a 9.5% rate of capsular contracture, which was lower than historical rates. They also reported on the cost-effectiveness of the solution compared with reoperation for capsular contracture and recommended alternatives in cases of antibiotic allergies (Table 2). In a meta-analysis of 1,786 patients receiving breast augmentation with saline or silicone implants, Yalanis et al found that compared with saline irrigation, povidone–iodine irrigation of the implant reduced the development of Baker III/IV capsular contracture. Previous fears of implant weakening or rupture due to povidone–iodine irrigation have been refuted with an implant-deflation rate of much less than 1%.  

**Lower-pole reinforcement and the use of ADM**

The benefits of ADM in implant-based breast reconstruction are extra support, decreased pain, improved esthetics, and effective lower-pole expansion. However, its use is still controversial, due to some reports indicating increased risks of infection, seroma, and flap necrosis. Logically speaking, the presence of more foreign material over a larger surface area would equate to a higher risk of infection.

Chun et al conducted a retrospective review of 283 patients where 269 reconstructions were performed using tissue expanders or implants with ADM, and 146 reconstructions were performed without ADM. The infection (8.9% versus 2.1%) rates were significantly higher in the ADM group. A meta-analysis of ADM use in submuscular breast-implant reconstruction showed a significantly higher risk of infection with ADM, leading to an increased relative risk of infection of 2.47-fold.

Conversely, Vardanian et al reported their experience with 337 immediate expander-based breast reconstructions, with and without ADM (61.7% versus 38.3%), and found no difference in the incidence of postoperative infection, with better esthetic results related to the use of ADM. This was corroborated by Sbitany and Serletti in a systematic review of ADM and prosthetic-based breast reconstruction. In an analysis of 331 patients, Colwell et al found no significant difference in the rate of complications, and concluded that the use of ADM was cost-effective. They did, however, note the presence of a learning curve with more complications in the first year of using ADM.

In a direct comparison of different types of ADM in immediate implant-based breast reconstruction, Ranganathan et al compared 123 cases where AlloDerm (LifeCell Corporation, Bridgewater, NJ, USA) was used to 186 where FlexHD (Ethicon Inc, Somerville, NJ, USA) was used. They found a significantly higher rate of major (17.7% versus 8.1%) and minor (4.8% versus 3.8%) infections in the patients who received FlexHD compared with those who received AlloDerm. The postulated reasons were differences in processing and higher inflammation with FlexHD. Separately, an analysis of risk factors for complications in 564 two-stage implant-based breast reconstructions found no significant differences in infectious or other complications when using human ADM and bovine ADM.

Some surgeons have sought to overcome the need for ADM by the use of the patient’s native tissue to reinforce the lower pole of the pectoralis major muscle. The use of serratus fascia is common, though often thin and limited. Gentileshi et al described the novel use of a dermal-adipose flap in 23 immediate breast reconstructions via a Wise-pattern approach. They reported no infections in their small patient population. However, the use of native tissue may not always

### Table 2 Recommended antibiotic irrigation solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allergen</th>
<th>Recommended irrigation solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First line/iodine allergy</td>
<td>50,000 U bacitracin, 80 mg gentamicin, 1 g cefazolin, 500 cc normal saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Lactam antibiotics</td>
<td>250 cc povidone iodine solution, 80 mg gentamicin, 250 cc normal saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacitracin</td>
<td>50 cc povidone–iodine solution, 1 g cefazolin, 80 mg gentamicin, 500 cc normal saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aminoglycosides</td>
<td>250 cc povidone–iodine, 250 cc normal saline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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be feasible or available, especially in cases where larger implants are inserted.

It should be noted that the use of ADM has been associated with the phenomenon of “red-breast syndrome”. This presents as painless blanching erythema of the inferior breast overlying the ADM site. It is not thought to be an infection and could be due to a variety of factors, including dependent erythema, interruption of lymphatic flow, histamine release, or vascular ingrowth. It often resolves spontaneously in a matter of weeks, although if there is any suspicion of infection at all, treatment protocols should still be implemented.

Pocket preparation involves creating the ideal environment for implant opening and insertion, to minimize any contamination and time of exposure of the implant. While there is conflicting evidence of ADM increasing the risk of infection, if planned for, this should be stitched in first, allowing for an adequately sized single point of entry into the pocket (Figure 1).

Implant handling and insertion
As much as possible, breast implants or expanders should receive minimal handling and exposure to the environment between the time of package opening and closure of incisions. To this end, the implant should only be opened once the surgeon is sure of the implant required and immediately prior to insertion into the breast pocket. Once opened, the implant should be handled only by a single surgeon. Implant irrigation has been shown to reduce implant infection, and should be poured into the opened packaging (Table 2 for recommended solution).

Once the implant and pocket have been irrigated, the skin surrounding the incision should be cleaned once again with povidone–iodine and left to dry. Use of a transparent waterproof adhesive film reinforcement as a barrier around the incision has been described, but is not absolutely necessary with proper cleansing. Anyone handling the implant directly should change their sterile gloves aseptically for a fresh, talc-free pair immediately prior to inserting the implant. The implant should be inserted with minimal skin contact, using retractors, or an introduction sleeve.

Closure and drains
Closure of the pectoralis major/ADM and skin should be performed in layers. To reduce the risk of infection further, absorbable monofilament sutures are recommended over polyfilament, which can harbor bacteria.

The placement of postoperative drains is important in reducing dead space and removing excess fluid and blood, which can become a nidus for infection. However, there is the fear that a drain catheter can become a point of entry for bacteria into the wound. In a direct comparison of 1,495 reconstructions where drains were placed versus 951 where no drains were used, McCarthy et al found no difference in the overall rate of complications or incidence of infection necessitating implant removal. However, in an analysis of 323 immediate expander-with-ADM breast reconstructions, Hanna et al found that prolonged drain use of more than 21 days was a significant risk factor for infection, with an odds ratio of 3.3.

In terms of methods to reduce infection in patients with drains after implant insertion, Murray et al reviewed 200
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**Figure 1** Inframammary skin-sparing mastectomy approach demonstrating suture of ADM to PM muscle prior to insertion of implant.

**Notes:** (A) ADM sutured with absorbable monofilament to lower lateral edge of PM muscle and (B) ADM reflected upward, showing pocket for insertion of implant.

**Abbreviations:** ADM, acellular dermal matrix; PM, pectoralis major.
cases of tissue-expander use before and after the implementation of a drain protocol, which included the use of topical mupirocin around the drain site, reinforcement with either AlloDerm or subcutaneous tunneling, and removal before the end of the first postoperative week.\textsuperscript{88} The infection rate was zero in the protocol group and 5.65\% in the preprotocol group.

**Postoperative factors**

Most implant-based breast-reconstructive operations can be done as ambulatory procedures. In a review of 195 patients, Leyngold et al found that inpatient stay (16-fold) is a significant risk factor for development of periprosthetic infection.\textsuperscript{89}

While the incisions are healing and the drains are in situ, usually a minimum of 2 weeks, patients should avoid contact with potential contaminants, such as soil and even cats, as organisms have a predilection for adhesion to implants.\textsuperscript{22} Procedures that place the implant at risk of infection, such as nipple piercing, should be avoided if possible, even after the surgical wounds have closed.\textsuperscript{90} In the longer term, prophylactic antibiotics for bacteremic procedures has been recommended for patients with breast implants.\textsuperscript{17,91}

It is important to follow-up patients beyond the first month. In a review of the NSQIP database of 2,285 consecutive breast implant-related procedures, it was found that only 50\% of infections presented within the first 30 days postoperatively, with a mean time to explantation of 41 days.\textsuperscript{11}

**Conclusion**

While it is difficult to avoid surgical infections completely, the risk of infection in implant-based reconstruction can be minimized. This is extremely important to minimize patient distress and further costs. Infection prevention begins with an understanding of the bacteriology and reduction of patient risk factors (Table 1). Our steps to reduce infection, made up of a mix of an experiential learning curve and of following the evidence, takes into consideration the factors contributing to infection, and are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. Postoperative follow-up beyond 1 month is necessary to assess for complications and outcomes, and for early detection and treatment of infection if it does occur. With a vast literature surrounding this topic, there are varying levels of evidence for each factor. While by no means exhaustive, this article has provided a general summary of the significant challenges, with practical solutions. Further prospective studies, systematic reviews, and meta-analyses would help to shed more light on specific challenges and solutions.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surgical team and environment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Colonization of patient</td>
<td>• Screening for MRSA and eradication as indicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Colonization of medical staff</td>
<td>• Avoidance of activities placing patient at risk of colonization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Colonization of operating room</td>
<td>• Regular screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Multiple surgical teams</td>
<td>• Strict barrier controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hygienic operating room environment with laminar airflow systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Familiar high-volume surgical teams</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Low operating room traffic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Perioperative antibiotics**

| • Timing | 30–60 minutes before surgical skin incision |
| • Duration | Intravenous for at least 24 hours |
| • Antibiotic choice | Total of 1 week antibiotic use |
| • Consider prolonging antibiotic use in high-risk or previously irradiated patients | |
| • First-line antibiotic of choice is first-generation cephalosporin, with clindamycin in \( \beta \)-lactam antibiotic-sensitive patients | |
| • Known carriers of MRSA or areas where MRSA is prevalent | Intravenous vancomycin perioperatively |

**Preoperative planning**

| • Operative time | Preoperative dimensional planning |
| • Implant choice | Minimize operative time through standardized protocols |
| • Smoother, round silicone implants are adequate for the majority of implant-based reconstructive cases | |
| • Expander fill | Keep intraoperative expansion to <50\% or <300 mL |
| • Insufficient/doubtful mastectomy skin flaps | Consider autologous flap reinforcement |

Abbreviation: MRSA, methicillin-resistant \( \text{Staphylococcus aureus} \).
Table 4 Operative sequence and steps to reduce infection in implant-based breast reconstruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skin preparation and draping</strong></td>
<td>• Operative skin preparation • Chlorhexidine with 95% alcohol skin preparation • Breast milk-duct colonization • Disposal drapes • MRSA carriers • Shield implant from contamination by nipple-duct flora • 5-day course of topical mupirocin and daily chlorhexidine body scrub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mastectomy and pocket preparation</strong></td>
<td>• Adequate recipient-site preparation • Communication with resecting surgeons • Minimize trauma to mastectomy skin flaps • Meticulous hemostasis • Implant-pocket preparation • Precise pocket dissection • Triple-antibiotic or povidone–iodine irrigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lower-pole reinforcement</strong></td>
<td>• Use of acellular dermal matrix (ADM) • Aseptic technique even more important • Consider native tissue reinforcement if available • Suture in place before implant placement • Red-breast syndrome • Can occur with ADM use • Early treatment if any suspicion of infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implant handling and insertion</strong></td>
<td>• Minimize contamination of implant • Single surgeon handling implant • Fresh pair of talc-free gloves • Reclean implant-entry site with povidone–iodine • Minimize implant-exposure time • Triple-antibiotic irrigation of implant in packaging • &quot;No-touch&quot; insertion technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Closure and drains</strong></td>
<td>• Minimize harboring of bacteria • Layered closure with absorbable monofilament • Postoperative drains • Drains can be placed, but should be removed as early as possible • Appropriate drain care to minimize contamination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Postoperative care</strong></td>
<td>• Hospital stay • Stay overnight for intravenous antibiotics • Discharge postoperative day 1 • Follow-up • Avoid potential breast-skin contaminants • Prophylactic antibiotics for bacteremic procedures • Follow-up beyond 30 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: MRSA, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus.
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